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Part A
Answer Any Five Questions

Each Question carries 2 Marks

1. Shorv that the set of all discontinuities of a monotone function / on an interval [a, b]

is countable.

2. Shorn' that if / is continuous on [a,b] and the derivative /' is bounded on (a,b), then

./ is of bounded variation on fa, b].

S ff fi,/2 e n(a) on [a,b], th'en show that rah* czfz e ,ft(a) for every constants c1,c2

and also shou,that Io ("rfr-l c2f2)ctc': rr l! fid,a* r, [!. 1a".

1. It .f e ft(a) on [a, b], then shorv that ll! f a"l < I!Vla".
5. Define uniform convergence and give an example.

6. State \\'eierstrass Approximation Theorem.

7. Give an example for a double sequence {a1,i} with D, fi n;,i I DlDictr,i.

8. Define orthonormal system of functions on an interval [a,, b] and give an example.

Part B
Answer Any Five Questions

Each Question carries 5 Marks

9. Shorn' that there exisis a continuous function which is not of bounded variation.

10. Show that a polynomial / is of bounded variation or1 everv compact interval [a,b].

11. Show that / e W(a) if and only if for every e ) 0, there cxists a partition P such that

U(P,f ,a) - L(P,f ,o) < r.

12. Shorv that if / is continuous on [a,b], then / e n(a) on [c,b].

13. Prove that every uniforrnly convergent sequence of borinded functions is uniforrnly
bounded.

14. Given a double sequence {on,i},i, j :1,2,3,..., suppose thzrt

m
\-r | , /,) la, ,l : b; ('t: 1.2.3.. . .)
/_ll"LJl -, \- '1-i-1..',/

and fp, ba converges. Therr show that tf, D:, a,i,j : Il,IX, oo,i
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15. Define an"alytic furr,ctions and sho'lv by an example that a real-valued function w-hich

is rliffererrtiable infirritel-v many tirnes need not be analytic.

16. Introduce Dirichlet ker-nel DN@) and shorv that

sr,,(/;r) :: [" f@-t)DN(t)(lt,lT J-n

wherc snr(./;r) is the l/ih partial sum of the Fourier scries of /.

Part C
Answer Either Part I or Part II of Each Question

Each Question Carries I0 Marks

17. (I)Let / be of bounded vari4tion on [a,b], and assume that c € (a,b). Therr shorv that

/ is of bounded variation on [a,c] and [c,b]. AIso show that

Vr @,b) : Vt (a, c) + V1 @,b)

(II)Let / be of bounded variation on [a,b], and assume that r e (a,bl, let v(r) :
Vt (o,z) and V (a) : 0. Then show that f is continuous ai a point rg e la, b] if and

only if V is continuor.rs at 16.

18. (I) Suppose / > 0, / is continuous on [a,,b], and I! t@)a": 0. Prove that /(z) : g

for all r € la,b] . AIso, show that this need not hold if r,r'e drop the continuity or non-

negativity assumption of /.
(II) Show that every bounded real-valued fr.rnction on the interval 10,1]. which is con-

tinuous on all points outside the Cantor set, is Riemann integrable on [0,1].

19. (I)Shorv that there exists a rea] continuous function on the real line which is nowhere

differentiable.
(II)Show that the uniforrn limit of a sequence of continuous functions olt a metlic space

E is continuous on .8.

20. (I) Let E(z) : DL, fi, z e C. Show that the series converges for every comple.x

nurnber z. Also shou'that

. E(z * u) : E(z)11(w)' for every z,'ut €C.
o The derivative of E(r) is E(z) itself for al1 r'eal r
t lim."-+nr^E(-r):0, for every n.

(Ii)Shorn'that the complex field is algebraically complete-
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